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     Welcome to my website! Today we are going to be learning about video games.Vidio Game History The first 
video game was made by Physicist William Higinbotham.It was a very simple tennis game that was created 
    in 1958 which blew and everyone wanted to play.This was the game every released so everyone wanted to 
play it because it was new.Then in 1972 the first game console called "brown box"Later in the 1980s,thats 
when the arcade joystick games,like pacman.Also in 1994 the first playstation came out which is a very 
populer gaming console.Then came out a pc which is a gaming console where you use a mouse and a 
keyboard where in the playstation you use a controller.Now that you know what a gaming console is let talk 
about some of the top 5 games in the world. 
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    <h2> Top 3 Games</h2> <h3> 3th </h3>Apex Legends is a free-to-play first-person hero shooter battle 
royale game developed by Respawn Entertainment and published by Electronic Arts.Different heros have 
different powerups.So you have to use your teamates and your powerups in different and special ways to get 
farther into the game. 
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    <h3> 2th </h3>Rocket League, is a vehicular soccer video game developed and published by Psyonix.You 
also have boost to make you go in the air to hit the ball if its in the air.You can do tricks like air 
dribbles,flicks,musty flicks,and more! 
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    <h3>1rd </h3>Call of Duty: Black Ops Cold War is a 2020 first-person shooter video game developed by 
Treyarch and Raven Software and published by Activision, with different modes and maps for example one 
mode could be capture the flag where you need to keep a flag on your team for as long a s possible.There is 
also a battle royale mode called Warzone.Call of Duty: Warzone is a free-to-play battle royale video game 
released on March 10, 2020  
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   <h3> TOP 3 BEST ROBLOX GAMES!</h3>Some systems of gaming like PCs,xbox, and ps4 are very 
expensive.So if you don't have the newest system out yet its fine because roblox is a free to play browser that 
lets you play games for FREE,but it only works on xbox,and PCs and PCs are very expensive some even go up to 
the prise  
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